
House 3 Bedrooms in Benalmadena Pueblo

Bedrooms 3 Bathrooms 3 Built 589m2 Terrace m2

R4280953 Detached Villa 3.400.000€

This imposing grand villa with amazing panoramic sea views, nestles in a fold of the intimate and 
very exclusive Rancho Domingo estate. Viñas Viejas is located just a 4 minute stroll from the 
picturesque white village of Benalmadena, so convenient for its shops, many excellent 
restaurants and tapas bars which surround the Andalucian fountain in its main square.
The bronze entrance gateway stands vigil over a romantic winding driveway of cleaved Casares 
stone. Massive trees set upon rolling verdant lawns dress the domain, confirming the solidity and 
establishment of the estate.
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French doors open onto a spectacular dining terrace with barbecue and full wet bar overlooking a 
croquet lawn, which opens to a brilliant blue mosaic LED illuminated swimming pool, crafting the 
panorama’s foreground. Terraces with breathtaking views and a Zen style tranquil patio with a 
moving water wall, and concealed LED lighting. A full wet-bar entertainment area .
A tropical hot house adds a unique touch to the rural parkland area with a stream feeding a 
rockery waterfall into a fish pond. The lower cultivated area has numerous trees, including 
tropical fruits, kiwis and grapes, and a kitchen garden. A Thai style garden house is set amongst 
bamboo. A Zen cactus garden perfects the lower garden area.
A sauna, Chill out firepit and Bali bed, complete the portrait of an exquisite garden relaxation and 
recreation area.
Just a 15 minute drive to the airport, 20 minute drive to downtown Malaga and 20 minutes to 
Marbella.
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